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Editor's Note
This double issue represents a transitional moment in the
history of the newsletter. (See the tribute to Billie Inman below.) I
want to thank Billie for her guidance. She's an incredible
resource; I've relied on her expertise on cOlmtless occasions. She
is also a steady, patient cOlmselor, one who finds ways to make
rough edges smooth.
This double issue contains four book reviews and
numerous annotations of books, articles, and reviews. What
impresses me is the international influence Pater has had on
movements and writers. Cruise shows Pater's influence on
modernism, as revealed in the Transparencies of Desire collection,
and Lambert-Charbonnier on Austrian decadence. DeKoven
explains how Higgins interrogates T. S. Eliot and other modernists
who snickered at Pater publicly, while simultaneously borrowing
from his work. Recent critical work on Pater convincingly
demonstrates that he continues to exert considerable influence on
the twenty-first century, as he did on the twentieth century.
I would like to thank Baylor University for enabling me to
maintain an agency accolmt for the newsletter and the
Department of English for absorbing mailing costs. I especially
want to thank Karen Griffiths of the Information Technology
Center at Baylor for her teclmical assistance in creating a
Pagemaker format and Designer Club clip art for the newsletter
and Chava Baker for her assistance in creating mailing labels. The
Latin statement in the emblem is a headnote to Chapter III of
Marius : "Lord, I love [or have loved] the habitation of thy house"
(Psalm 26:8).
Jay Losey
Baylor University
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News
Billie Andrew Inman
To say that Billie Andrew Irunan has been indispensable to
Pater studies for more than forty years is only to underestimate
the range and depth of her scholarly activities. Her first published
essay, a 1961 study of the "organic structure" of Marius the
Epicurean, announced a new academic who was interested in the
internal workings of Pater's prose as well as the intellectual
contexts of his cross-disciplinary interests. Since then, each essay
and each book has demonstrated the deft combination of critical
acumen and exhaustive research that has become the hallmark of
the "Irunan" style.
Students of Pater- from the half-timid undergraduate .to
the seasoned professor-are massively indebted to the erudition
contained within Waiter Pater's Reading: A Bibliography of His
Library Borrowings and Literary References, 1858-1873 (1981) and
Waiter Pater and His Reading, 1874-1877: With a Bibliography of His
Libran) Borrowings, 1878-1894 (1990). Invariably one turns to these
books when launching a new project, simply because they are so
informative.
Academics who enjoy the interchange that only an
excellent conference can provide have not only benefited from
Billie Irunan's particular contributions over the years, but have
been able to attend major Pater conferences because she has
played a crucial role in organizing them. Although the editorial
project designed to prepare a complete collection of Pater's
writings ran aground in the 1990s, due to funding and other
problems, it stayed afloat for many years partially because of Billie
Irunan's indefatigable support and scholarly vision.
Readers of The Pater Newsletter know that the journal was
founded by Billie Inman and Laurel Brake some 26 years ago.
What they might not realize, however, is that in addition to Billie
Irunan's longstanding editorial work, and even after Jay Losey
4
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became the sole editor in 1998, she continued to serve as the
Bibliographer. Everyone enjoys the articles and the reviews in the
newsletter, but it is fair to say that everyone depends upon the
listings of publications which are featured in each issue. The
occasion of this short tribute notice is to mark Billie Inman's
retirement from that all-important post. The newsletter will
continue to provide this invaluable service, but will do so
knowing that the highest standards have already been set and
exceeded by a singularly generous and outstanding individual.
The Editorial Board
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Pater Blue Plaque
A blue plaque is about to be erected on the house of Waiter
Pater and his sisters in Bradmore Road, Oxford. A short
ceremony of unveiling is to be held at 2 Bradmore Road, Oxford, 3
July 2004 at noon. A reception will follow. All Paterians are
welcome. For further information, contact l.brake@bbk.ac.uk or
ProL L Brake, FCE, Birkbeck, 26 Russell Square, London WCIB 5
DQ or 0207 2547337.

Waiter Pater Society of Japan
The 42"' Conference of the Waiter Pater Society of Japan
was held at the University of Saitama Gakuen on 18 October 2003.
There were three papers: Midori Ichikawa read "Pater and Woolf:
Boundaries of 'Within' and 'Without'''; Nobuyuki Huse, "On
Pater and 'Irnitatione Christi"'; and Sachiko Hukamachi, "On
'Apollo in Picardy.'" There was also a symposium, "Pater and
Romantic Connections." Four papers were presented: "The
Inward World and Criticism," by Kenji Masaki; "Silence and
Eloquence: Ways of 'Knowing' in Pater, Wordsworth, and Blake,"
by Masahiko Abe; "De Quincey and Pater on 'Palimpsest,'" by
Noriyuki Nozue; and "How Pater's Ideas of Romanticism Are
Crucial to the Shaping of His Art," by Akira Tamai.
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Announcing
International WaIter Pater Society Conference 2006
Walter Pater: New Questions, Latent Questionings
WaIter Pater's restless intelligence raised many new questions
in his own day: "What does the spirit need in the face of modem
life?," "What is this song or picture, this engaging personality ...
to me? What effect does it really produce on me?" (The
Renaissance). "Might the will itself be an organ of knowledge, or
vision?" (Marius the Epicurean). "What, then, did Flaubert
understand by beauty, in the art he pursued with so much
fervour, with so much self-command?" (Appreciations).
What are the questions that readers of Pater should be asking
today? What critical and theoretical issues should be exposed to
our collective gaze, perhaps long overlooked or overshadowed,
but always enfolded in his texts with "all that latent colour and
imagery which language as such carries in it" ("Style")?
The International WaIter Pater Society is planning a
conference at Rutgers University (New Brunswick, New Jersey)
for July 2006. You are invited to start thinking now about what
kinds of questions you would like to pose-and perhaps to
answer-in "the face of" Pater's canon. How would you like to
interrogate Pater studies today?
A formal call for papers will be issued in Spring 2005.
Begin planning now to be with us!

7
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Reviews
Review of Laurel Brake, Lesley Higgins, Carolyn Williams (eds).
Waiter Pater: Transparencies of Desire (Greensboro, NC: ELT
Press, 2002). 380 pp. $40.00.
Pater: Redoing Modernism's Roots
George Moore described Waiter Pater's prose as "a honied
tide of words" and thereby implied a beautiful, perhaps sensual,
but surely senseless, function to the reading of his works; reading
Pater was not, by implication, essentially an intellectual
experience. A patronized Pater!-what a fate for a writer of such
subtlety and range! Moore might have preferred a "honied tide"
to a vinegared one or a vinegared trickle, for that matter, but this
was not the oppositional position he intended to convey-that
prose should be less sensual, more obviously discursive, to be
effectively of the modem world.
Waiter Pater: Transparencies of Desire is a collection of
essays emanating from the International Waiter Pater Society
conference in Oxford in 2000. The collection has been organized
in five sections: "Considering the Career," "Viewing Pater's
Reputation," "Contextualizing the Work," "Pater-Genre and
Gender," and "Current Critical Theory." Pater's reputation-then
and now, as it were-is a central issue although the essays are all
very different, adopting diverse methodologies to present their
findings and argue their cases. The entire project might be
considered a re-evaluation of a writer whose reputation was very
dim indeed even as recently as the start of the 1980s and whose
works are still not as widely available as one would want them to
be. Surprisingly, given the title of the collection, one of the most
apparent strands of the essays is Pater's presence, or absence, in
histories and discourses of modernism.

In the opening essay Angela Leighton draws attention to
Pater's absence in Eagleton's Ideology of the Aesthetic and she
argues not only for Pater's reinclusion in a history of modem
aesthetics but for his detectable, pervasive presence and influence
8
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in the twentieth century. She finds him particularly in the
writings of Virginia Woolf where his "gemlike flame" flickers "in
objects which, like Pater's, enjoy that transparency to the outer
world which keeps them fragile, open-ended, both self-sufficient
and conditional" (22). She refers to the "relative spirit of the
modern world" and suggests "that Pater is both a modernist
before his time and an aesthete whose sense of the aesthetic
cannot ever shake off history" (16). In this accolmt, which reflects
upon Pater's continued use of a concept of "conditions," history
becomes a way of contextualizing the production of the beautiful.
Pater, Leighton claims, "puts the aesthetic back into history" (17).
Such a reading of the importance of history for Pater as an
aesthetic critic leads Leighton to locate the final stages of her
argument within images of the monument and the relic and, in a
series of elegantly expressed perceptions, to disclose Pater's
motives in using them. "The relic, then, becomes one of those
words on which Pater pivots fact and metaphor, body and spirit,
past and present, permanence and decay. Through it, the present
object, whether bone or buried treasure, is moulded by history
and subjectivity-by a passage of time which ensures that nothing
is simply for its own sake, intact and unchanged, whether self, art
work or word" she claims, opening up Pater's intentions (21). In
such passages Leighton's prose takes on some of the multiplied
allusiveness of Pater's and rivals its ambitions as poetry,
coalescing thought and image in an extraordinarily realized and
satisfying way .
• ~~

Lesley Higgins's essay "No Time for Pater:
~ The Silenced Other of Masculinist Modernism"
-,.
seeks to explain Pater's elision from a history of
•
•
Anglo-English modernism. It is a ·key essay in the
collection because the challenge to the modernist agenda traced in
it is precisely part of the history of the "rediscovery" of Pater as a
theoretician. Read alongside Leighton's essay and Brake's, which I
will refer to separately, .the reader is introduced to agendas for
Pater's continued relevance. Attention to issues of gender and
sexuality are central here. Higgins rightly labels the critical
modernism she introduces here as "masculinist" and traces the
history of the movement in Anglo-American literature to make
9
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her case, concentrating on Wyndham Lewis's and T.5. Eliot's
homophobia. The collapse of modernism following challenges
from feminist theorists, among others, has certainly enabled the
attention to alternative methodologies which question canonical
status. With its implicit masculinism and its crude application of
Marxism the later stages of what is often described as "the
modernist project" were not happy times for aesthetes. Higgins is
concerned with how Pater is read (or misread) in a modernist
context and with the reasons for his marginalization and
vilification. She takes Eliot as her main case study demonstrating
through "the sheer numbers of references, allusions, caustic
remarks, and serious intellectual engagements ... that Pater's
writings are anything but dead in Eliot's capacious mind or
writings" (49). The essay is a tour de force, demonstrating a
detailed know ledge of the works of two giants of literature and
literary criticism in English. Higgins illustrates her argument with
numerous textual references and still has time for a good Pater
based pun.

Leonardo Da Vinci
St John the Baptist 1513-16
lO
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Although belonging to a different grouping of essays it is
perhaps sensible to consider Rachel Teukolsky's essay "The
Politics of Formalist Art Criticism: Pater's 'School of Giorgione'"
in the light of the history of Pater and Modernism. Teukolsky
raises further the problematic relation of Aestheticism with
Modernism; beginning by outlining the distance between Pater's
writing on art and that of Crowe and Cavalcaselle she deftly
dismantles the popular opinion that Aestheticism is innately
apolitical by claiming a political aim for Pater's" championing the
private [as] in and of itself, a political act" (158). Ultimately
Teukolsky sees this as a failure and that Pater is brought closer to
conservative approaches to art history. One wonders what
Higgins or Jonah Seigel would make of Teukolsky's conclusion
although it is a thought-provoking one. Art history, a discipline
to which Pater so vividly contributed with his essays in Studies in
the History of the Renaissance, is comparatively sparsely discussed
in its own right in this collection. Jonah Siegel's rurninations upon
"the challenge of attribution" in Pater are brilliantly framed and
well argued in an essay full of interest. Taking the essay on
Leonardo as his main focus, Siegel remarks upon the nature of
Pater's references to the idea of the "School" seeing them as
evidence of "a kind of force of personality which it is Pater's aim
to celebrate" (141). Siegel turns to the several depictions of St John
the Baptist to uncover what he describes as "an important part of
the pleasure offered by Leonardo's work... the possibility of
witnessing the subtle but pervasive work of personal influence ... "
(146).
The essay uncovers the erotic undercurrent of the
significance of the concept of the "School" for Pater which links
this essay with Matthew Kaiser's on "Paterian Pedagogy and the
Ethics of Seduction." Kaiser's elaborate argument on education
and the development of individual sensibility references not only
Marius but Plato and Platonism also. Kaiser detects in Pater a
model of "dialogic subjectivity" which takes issue with the
tradition of the Bildungsroman. His observation on the form of
Marius-its asides and insertions-are, for me, the most
rewarding aspects of Kaiser's complex argument and demonstrate
his claim that Pater adopts a seductive strategy: "Pater hails his
youthful reader from the side, from his aside," claims Kaiser,
11
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"leading him from the fabula to its margins, where he engages him
in pedagogical dialogue" (199).
Several of the essayists unite
Pater's themes and motives with social,
legal and scientific agencies rather than
artistic, historical or literary theories or
motives. Laurel Brake's essay on Pater's
position after 1891 and Jeffrey Wallen's
essay on developments in the study of
physiology and mesmerism are good examples of such
approaches. Brake turns her attention, and ours, to the contexts
for the revisions undertaken by Pater of his own work following
the publication of Marius the Epicurean. These contexts are
multiple and varied and it is something of a miracle of
organization that Brake is able to include a representative sample
of them and still to have space to survey them adequately. Her
main focus is upon the several sexual scandals involving male
same-sex desire and its active expression, including the Cleveland
Street Scandal of 1889 and of the discussions around, and the
eventual passing of, the Criminal Law Amendment Act. In this
investigation she has been assisted, no doubt, by her extensive
knowledge of Victorian periodical and newspaper press. Brake's
scholarship is such that she can securely take this contextual
investigation further into specific texts of Pater's-The Renaissance,
Appreciations, and the construction and writing of Imaginary
Portraits-to examine the impact of these external forces. Her
treatment of the revisions of The Renaissance and Appreciations
finds evidence of the impact not only of scandal but of the
"regulatory discourses" that followed them. Thus, she detects the
specter of the National Vigilance Association in Pater's revisions
of his work. Brake's essay ends by tracing the effects of these
reactionary forces on the images and motifs of Imaginary Portraits,
as well as identifying irregular, homoeroticized images: "an
embedded and pervasive strain of masculine, homosocial
discourse common to these bachelor stories" (34). Jeffrey Wallen
is aware of the contemporary scientific contexts for the production
of Pater's aestheticism. His subtle study of Pater's "susceptibilities
to influence" proves to be one of the pivotal essays in the
12
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collection, uniting several lines of inquiry and reloca ting Pa ter' s
concepts of beauty and sensibility to contemporary physiological
investigation. He examines the impact of current thinking on
mesmerism and related phenomena on Pater's writings, taking as
a chief case study "The Child in the House" although he makes
his observations serve to analyze several other texts, notably
Marius the Epicurean .
Two useful essays by Stephen Bann and Robert Vilain
trace Pater's reputation in France, Germany, and Austria. Both
essays are urbane in tone, packed with observations, some of them
in the form of asides, and suggestive for further research. Bann's
conjectures on Pater's presence in Proust's A la recherche du temps
perdu is wry but his more secure charting of his impact on Gide
and DuBos as well as his summary of Yourcenar's disavowal of
Pater's influence are impressive in their easy reach. Vilain sees
the interest in Pater in Germany and Austria as predating that in
Wilde and as being both the product of an interest in aestheticism
as an alternative to naturalism and of interests both in things
English and in the history of the Renaissance. This felicitous
conjunction of enthusiasrns must have made Pater seem like the
perfect writer which, according to Vilain, he was for the young
Hugo von Hofmannsthal who identified closely with the English
writer. Interestingly, given Higgins's observations on Pater's
reception for Anglo-American modernism, Vilain's assertion that
Pater influenced not aestheticism alone in the German-speaking
world but modernism too, suggests an alternative origin for, or
development of, modernism. On the evidence of many of the
essays in the collection the whole issue of when was modernism,
as well as why and who, quite apart from Pater's role in
formulating it (or otherwise), are questions needing much greater
attention although I welcomed the stimulation the essays
provided in allowing me to think of such issues in relation to
Pater.
The compromising of that Dionysus reborn in the Middle
Ages, Denys L' Auxerrois, suggested an appropriate image for
Pater's own ambiguous state as outlined in several of these
essays-a figure poised-if that is not too polished a word to
I3
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describe the potential compromise of the position- between
cultures; inspiring, but not having the full confidence of, his host
culture. Indeed, it is striking how many of the contributors to this
collection refer to Imaginary Portraits as a text with particular
significance in Pater studies. Two essays consider the imaginary
portrait, its form and function while a third suggests its particular
influence. Lambert-Charbonnier takes apart the tendency to
ekphrasis in Pater's writings, most particularly in Imaginary
Portraits, to demonstrate its relationship with a "specific tradition
in painting," while Elisa Bizzotto considers the formal means and
expressions of Pater's "unique narrative form." She detects the
influence of several important immediate forerunners, Rossetti,
Morris, and Simeon Solomon among them and, further, suggests
works that evolve from Pater's experiments in portraiture, notably
Wilde and Vemon Lee, among others, as well as, in the twentieth
century, Virginia Woolf whose Orlando appeared in 1928. She
shows that Pater's portrait form has had an important imP(lct
upon fin-de-siede fiction. Phyllis Connors James makes a different
point in relation to Pater's influence by taking him into the lateVictorian world of short fiction in her examination of Olivia
Shakespear's short story "Beauty's New Hour" which appeared in
the Savoy in 1896; she claims that it is "an important bridge
between Aesthetic and Decadent fiction and the New Woman
novel" (235) and links this status to the author's links with Yeats
and Pater (and, again, to contact with and recognition of the
aesthetic quest of ImaginanJ Portraits as well as The Renaissance).
One might wonder by this stage what happened to Pater's
interest in myth and ritual religion in this collection. Several
essayists deal directly or indirectly with such themes. Maureen
Moran's essay on the relation of Marius the Epicurean to what she
identifies as the "historical conversion romance" is a stimulating
read. Moran identifies the gender and social class issues both in
the phenomenon of religious conversion in mid- and latenineteenth century Britain and its characterization in novels.
Seeing the plot developments in relation to conventions already
established in works by Wiseman and Newrnan, she uncovers
Pater's departure from them to underline the value that the
idiosyncratic and aesthetic have for him. Writing about the
14
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process of marginalization that Marius undergoes, she contends
that to be "excluded from the philistine mainstream, to be
rnarginalized for one's unique sensibility, is to be poised for
conversion, martyrdom and redemption of a distinctly Paterian
kind" (184). In his essay "'Outward Nature and the Moods of
Men'" Stefano Evangelista looks at the overlap between the study
of myth and the impact of archaeology. He examines a concept of
Romantic mythology that he sees as central to Pater's writings and
reminds us that Pater's interest in myth is "poetical in origin"
before offering an analysis of the Romantic mythological impetus
of the essays on Dionysus and Demeter in Greek Studies . Having
examined Pater's influences from Shelley and, to a different
extent, from Max Milller, Evangelista contemplates what impact
this romantic mythological impetus has for him, concluding that
Shelley enables Pater to formulate a kind of aesthetic mythmaking. Pater sees in Shelley, Evangelista claims, "the lyrical
poety of the Victorian imagination, a prophet of the metaphysical
power of language and of the moral self-sufficiency of art" (118).
This is a fascinating essay on a key issue in Pater studies and one
looks forward to a fuller development of the argument in the
future.
We can detect a way in which these studies of myth and
religion and sex and desire are germane to those of Pater's place
in . a development of, or perhaps more precisely toward,
modernism. What interested me in the direction these essays take
is that they suggest a certain path by which aestheticism might
have "escaped" into a new mode, a kind of crypto-modentism.
Indeed, it is arguable tha t it did indeed take this form before it
was denied further development. One thinks of the place of
Symbolism in painting, poetry and drama or, in painting, of
Kandinsky's earliest lyrical abstractions.
The rejection of
"erudition" .in the works of many Modernist sculptors and
painters- those references to the Classical mythology that had so
dominated "High Art" since the Renaissance-bears witness to a
fear that erudition would exclude the newly enfranchised masses
and threaten art with endless repetitions of Neo-Classical or
Romantic-classical formulae. This was not the case with other
branches of the arts where mythic (or even Biblical) imagery
15
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continued to stimulate dance, theatre, and the novel. The
exception to the tide of non-erudite, anti-mythological, quasiexpressionistic visual art is surely in the various works of the
Surrealists later in the 1920s and 30s, when the century had well
and truly turned. There a mythic underpinning, derived from a
formative Modernist force, psychoanalysis, is fundamental,
definitive, exploratory. What would Pater have thought of the
works of Surrealist artists? At least, I think, he would have
known "where they were coming from," to use a late twentiethcentury art slang. He and they were children in the same house,
looking at the same curtains, the couches, the paint on. the walls
"with which the light and shadow played so delicately"-and
suggestively, one might add.

Wassil y Kandinsky
Composition IV 1911

All of the essays in the collection are on topics of unfailing
interest, show a high standard of research, and take pains to
communicate original ideas. This, I must admit, is as much a
tribute to the ingenuity of the contributors as to Pater's own
eternal fascination. Despite their diversity of methods and the
variety of conclusions there is a real sense of purpose to the
project: to illuminate Pater and clarify his influence. A sign of
16
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their success is that the reader is drawn closer to Pater and drawn
back towards the works and the wonderful, suggestive, and
perceptive Paterian lexicon of looking, of experience, of reflection,
of desire. This is the case with the final section of essays called
"Current Critical Theory" by the editors. Essays by Jacques
Khalip, Kit Andrews, Michael F. Davis, and Megan BeckerLeckrone engage with Pater only, to some extent, to estrange him
from us. As Becker-Leckrone suggests, we are in danger of
always finding the Pater we are looking for embedded in his texts.
It was interesting to me, nevertheless, given what I think is the
strongest subtext in the collection, to find in Kit Andrews's
insightful essay a comparison of Waiter Pater with Waiter
Benjamin, "the Diaphanous Collector and the Angel of History."
Andrews posits further thoughts on Pater and modernism while
"Pater resists the
finding room for doubt and difference:
commitment Benjamin embraces, yet like Benjamin he remains
fascinated with the potential relationship between the highly
redefined perceptions of the diaphanous type and world-historical
transformation" (254).
How can we gauge success better than by being inspired to
return to Pater himself? This is one of the notable achievements of
the book. On the other hand there is, as I have observed, a sense
here in which Modernism is a newly live issue for Pater scholarsand it seems that Pater has a purpose in helping unpick the knots
that have accumulated around that term. Like "Romanticism"itself present here on several occasions-"Modemism" is a term
we are stuck with. It will, like Romanticism, become as
polymorphous as a mythological beast and more indefinable as it
becomes more ubiquitous and less helpful.
Colin Cruise
School of Art & Design
Staffordshire University

17
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Review of Lesley Higgins, The Modernist Cult of Ugliness:
Aesthetic and Gender Politics (New York: Pal grave Macmillan,
2002). 311 pp. $65.00.
Modernist Homophobia and the Fate of Pater
We have known for several decades that some of the most
visible, self-promoting Anglo-American male modernists were, in
varying degrees and with varying virulence, misogynist, antiSemitic, racist, and homophobic. In one of the earliest texts of
second-wave feminist literary criticism, Kate Millett's Sexual
Politics, 1970, a detailed analysis of male dominance and hatred of
women in literature by men, D. H. Lawrence is one of the worst
offenders. Many other major works of feminist literary criticism
since 1970, most notably Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar's thr.eevolume No Man's umd: The Place of the Woman Writer in the
Twentieth Century, have analyzed in detail the gender polarity in
modernism, within which male writers' misogyny figures largely.
Lesley Higgins adds significantly to this critical tradition
with her excellent analysis of the relationship between modernist
masculinist misogyny and the "cult of ugliness," particularly as it
was formulated and promulgated by the "Men of 1914": Ezra
Pound, Wyndham Lewis and T. S. Eliot. Higgins' substantial
contribution to modernist studies consists of her analysis of the
triumphal male gendering of tough modem urban ugliness at the
expense of what they considered a self-indulgent, decadent
feminine beauty. Higgins establishes this linkage through careful,
thorough, extensive analysis of these men's poetry and criticism.
Her erudite, scrupulous scholarly work makes a strong case for
the d ependence of the male modernists' adherence to telling the
"truth" about the "ugliness" of modem urban life on the
simultaneous feminization and denigration of "beauty." Beauty,
gendered feminine, is associated with the late-Victorian writing
these modernists so vociferously scorned as adjectival, etiolated,
profuse, and vague. In his "A Few Don't's" of 1913, Ezra Pound
sneers a t expressions such as "dim lands of peace" or either" dove18
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grey" or "pearl-pale" hills-with characteristic disrnissiveness, he
cannot be bothered to remember which it is.
This feminized beauty is, also, effeminate. In a brilliant
chapter entitled "No Time for Pater: Breaking the Homophobic
Silence," Higgins demonstrates, again through extremely careful,
thorough, extensive readings and reference to a wide range of
relevant scholarship, that for the Men of 1914, a feminized beauty
is attached not just to women, but also to gay men, the most
important of whom is Pater. Pater occupies this position precisely
because he was so profoundly influential for the modernists,
Higgins' remarkable section on the
particularly for Eliot.
pervasive presence of Pater in Eliot's work is one of the highpoints of the book.
As Higgins says, "Tradition and the
Individual Talent," that most Eliotic of essays, is also most deeply
influenced by Pater, yet excludes him entirely from its discussion.
Higgins does not subscribe to Harold Bloom's argument for
anxiety of influence, in which the Oedipal son must "kill" or
repudiate the too-powerful father, an argmnent which she sees as
participating in the masculinist bias of the male modernists
themselves. Rather, Pater is too close for comfort in a different
way. Higgins demonstrates with impressive thoroughness both
the ways in which Pater's aesthetics and critical writings
formulate central ideas of modernism-Higgins quotes
persuasively, for example, from Pater's 1866 "Coleridge's
Writings" to make the case for Pater's pro to-modernist
endorsement of the relative over the absolute (92)-and also the
ways in which those ideas and even precise formulations are
echoed by the modernists who "silenced" him. The modernist
"exclusion of Pater was produced by strategic gestures of
avoidance, derision, and erasure" (80), gestures which are in fact
characteristic of these writers' (particularly Lewis') repertoires in
general. Any hint or trace of effeminacy, associated with Wilde or
especially Pater, despite Pater's enormous influence on
modernism, must be expunged.
Higgins argues that although Eliot rarely mentions Pater
directly, Pater's presence can be felt throughout Eliot's oeuvre both
through direct echoing and through an obvious engagement with
19
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Pater that caIJs attention to itself through its own self-denial.
Through scrupulous research, Higgins establishes that Eliot
"admits familiarity with the contents of seven" of the ten volumes
in Macmillan's Library Edition of Pater's works, and that Eliot
owned four of the volumes before moving to Europe in the teens.
His annotated copy of a first edition of The Renaissance is included
in the Hayward Bequest in the archives of King's ColJege,
Cambridge (95). Further," once enumerated, the extent of the
Paterian 'under-currents' flowing in Eliot's canon is quite
astonishing" (99). These direct and indirect engagements with
Pater can be found in both dismissive and also appreciative forms.
As Higgins shows, Eliot, in the same poem ("Portrait of a Lady")
has the "hard, gem-like flame" in mind in both sarcastic and
earnest passages: "My self-possession flares up for a second" and
"My self-possession gutters" co-exist in the poem with, as Higgins
puts it, "a felt pressure, seldom honored, to experience fuIJy, to
know 'the awful daring of a moment's surrender'" (99). In
"Tradition and the Individual Talent," Eliot's most durable essay,
Higgins argues, Eliot "adapts Pater's own terms and precepts to
construct a tradition, and imagine a critical enterprise, from which
the Oxford don is wholJy excluded" (103). Most importantly,
Eliot's notion of tradition is remarkably similar to Pater's
formulations, particularly in The Renaissance, of the living ongoing
presence of the past. Many of Eliot's critical formulations,
throughout his career, are clearly derived from an engagement
with Pater's, whether negative or positive. Higgins identifies a
number of "intertextual elements" (104): Eliot explicitly rejects
Paterian "appreciation" as a viable mode of criticism; or he
engages in many ways throughout his career, both positively and
negatively, with the idea of art aspiring "toward the condition of
music." He actuaIJy acknowledges Pater's centrality to his own
poetics directly in a talk at Hopkins in 1933, citing Pater by name
and quoting his statement that "'the meaning'" (of poetry)-I
should say rather some kinds of poetry-'reaches us through
ways not distinctly traceable by the understanding'" (104).
Higgins' case for the presence of Pater in Eliot is unassailable.
The chapter on the modernists' willful homophobic
misreading and erasure' of Pater as advocate of a feminized,
20
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effeminate "beauty" is p receded by an illuminating chapter on the
actual convergence in the aesthetics of Ruskin and Whistler,
notoriously publicly antagonistic to one another, demonstrating
that Ruskin's advocacy of beauty, which made him a modernist
target, was not in fact as different from Whistler's aesthetic as
Whistler, more favored by modernists, tried to make it seem .
Again, Higgins shows how "beauty" is feminized and therefore
subordina ted to the dynamic and therefore masculinized power of
modem urban ugliness.

Arran~ement

James Abbot McNeill Whi stler
in Grey and Black: The Artist's Mother 187 1

homophobic demonization and suppression of Pater, prepare us
well for Higgins' analysis of the Men of 1914 themselves, in the
third chapter, "Diagnosis, Hate, and Masculine Difference:
Delineating the 'Cult of Ugliness.'" The writing of these men,
particularly Pound and Eliot (Lewis is a substantially lesser
figure) that is still dynamic, funny, iconoclastic, complex, learned,
21
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opinionated, cutting, often breathtakingly raw, jagged, and still
emitting sparks, reveals itself in a new context as even more
misogynist, homophobic, and, literally, hateful than it had
appeared before. This chapter offers a sobering journey through
some of our central territory for those of us who work in
modernist studies, reminding us powerfully of the varieties of
political negativity on which all that positive renovating fervor
depended.
Higgins is not interested in feminist and other politicallyinflected historical modernist studies that have opened out the
field of modernism to retrieve its actual multiplicity and variety.
There were women and feminist modernists, there were
proletarian and Marxist modernists, there were non-AngloAmerican modernists, there were African Americans and other
people of color working in modernist forms and with modernist
sensibilities, as a great deal of recent work in modernist studies
demonstrates. Higgins' final chapter, on a range of modern
American male and female poets, in effect makes this case
indirectly. But at the beginning of the book, Higgins argues that
the work of opening modernism out to retrieve its suppressed
"others" makes modernism merely additive, and also reinforces
its elitism, as if "modernist" is an honorific the cultural capital of
which subordinated groups want to claim for themselves. I
would argue . that the modernism of the Men of 1914, in all its
misogyny and homophobia, was only one, however highly visible
and self-promoting, strand of modernism, and that recovering the
other modernisms that they literally shouted down and drowned
out is a worthwhile project. Nonetheless, Higgins' project of
demonstrating, clearly and with undeniable proof, the
homophobic rewriting of the late-Victorian origins of modernism
by the Men of 1914, particularly its origins in the works of Waiter
Pater, is extremely important and brilliantly executed.
Marianne DeKoven
Rutgers University
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Review of James Najarian, Victorian Keats: Manlilless,
Sexualinj, and Desire (HoundmilIs: PaIgrave MacmilIan, 2002).
240 pp. $69.95.
Keats Among the Victorians
What part did the poet Jolm Keats play in the history of
Victorian literature and, more specifically, of constructions of
masculinity, eroticism, and homoeroticism within that literature?
In Victorian Keats, James Najarian examines the multiple
significations of "Keats" for writers including Tennyson, Arnold,
Hopkins, Symonds, Pater, and, lastly, World War One poet
Wilfred Owen. As Najarian's sub-title suggests, these writers'
various engagements with Keats's life, letters, prose, and, of
course, poetry inevitably necessitated grappling with the poet's
complex relationship to nineteenth-century ideologies of gender
and sexuality and their relationship to aesthetic production.
In his Introduction, Najarian makes clear that his purpose
is not to perform an ahistorical recovery of Keats as yet another
literary icon for early-twenty-first century lesbians and gay
readers. Victorian Keats thoughtfully and thoroughly examines the
discourse of "effeminacy" that developed around the program of
aesthetic" detachment" that Keats called "negative capability"-a
program that "created an anxiety about what this detachment
might imply, including detachment from social norms" (1-2).
While taking into account J. G. A. Pocock's and Linda Dowling's
assertions that in nineteenth-century England the term
"effeminacy" encoded a failure to assume civic duties upon which
classical republicanism depended and, hence, a failure to achieve
normative masculinity, Najarian demonstrates that critics' attacks
on Keats's "effeminacy" were nonetheless inflected by anxieties
about the poet's sensual language and, in turn, his questionable
virility. Thus, Najarian usefully charts the extent to which
"effeminacy" gradually ' evolved into a word whose meanings
Indeed, Najarian
transcended mere "civic" irresponsibility.
further notes that Keatsian poetics and their potential to disrupt
gender and sexual norms eventually were construed as assets,
23
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rather than liabilities. "As the century progresses," Najarian
observes, "the identification of Keats with transgressive sexuality
becomes less and less the censorious labeling of Keats's early
critics and more a stance ambivalently taken up and exploited by
writers attracted to their own sex" (2).

In the book's first chapter, "Keats's 'Posthumous Life':
Corpus and Body," the relevance of Victorian Keats to AngloAmerican literature and culture in the new millennium becomes
clear. Discussing the substantial body of poetry written in
response to HIV and AIDS, Najarian notes that in Poets for Life:
Seventy-Six Poets Respond to AIDS (1986), four poems therein make
24
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explicit reference to Keats. "Why might Keats seem to be the most
appropriate poet to name in this context?" Najarian asks. It is not
simply because Keats died of tuberculosis when he was only
twenty-five and, hence, seems an apt historical pre-figuration of
the tolls that HIV and AIDS have taken on young lives; rather,
"Keats" is deployed to multiple ends by poets writing about the
ongoing epidemic. "[N ]ot only do each of these late twentiethcentury texts about deaths from AIDS refer to Keats," according to
Najarian. "[T]hey involve themselves in different constructions of
his poetry and his tragic story. They represent competing, though
similar, textual histories of his work" (18).
The variety of meanings associated with "Keats" mapped
in this first chapter usefully structures the remainder of Najarian's
study. In his chapter on Tennyson's debts to his poet-father, for
example, Najarian offers readings of a wide range of poems,
including In Memoriam, that reveal the extent to which Tennyson
appropriates "Keatsian desire" in the service of representing male
homoeroticism, however ambivalently. Once again, Najarian
cautiously avoids here attributing to Tennyson a modern
"homosexual" identity. "I am not trying to 'prove' Tennyson's
sexu al experience or orientation in contemporary terms or to
evade it in those terms," he argues. "But Tennyson uses Keats to
suggest the language of intimacy that he says he lacks in the initial
sections of [In Memoriam]" (68) .
Najarian's discussion of Hopkins further complicates our
grasp of Victorian writers' capacious visions of Keats and his
aesthetic program. Hopkins, for example, "[ transforms] Kea ts
from a 'merely sensuous' poet to a poet who was successfully
rejecting his own sensuousness" and, in turn, becomes a
spokesperson for Keats's manliness. John Addington Symonds,
on the other hand, exploits his reading of Keats in the service of
constructing a new lexicon "for the expression, however
ambivalent, of same-sex desire" (125), an argument tha t Najarian
supports through an analysis of Symonds's own rarely-read verse.
For Pater scholars, the book's penultimate chapter, "Keats
and Pater's Eroticism," will prove especially illuminating in its
25
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excavation of the relatively unacknowledged significance of Keats
to Pater who, Najarian asserts, "works out his detailed aes thetics
as Keats's inheritor rather than his antagonist" (136): Although in
his Introduction, Najarian resists identifying Victorian Keats as an
intervention into "queer studies," his discussion of Pater's unique
perceptien of Keats highlights Pater's increasingly visible part in
the project .of queer world-making. As Najarian puts it, in
"[Pater's] censtructien of an ambigueusly gendered aes thetics,
whele categories .of 'feminine: 'masculine: 'manly: and
'unrnanly'-the implicatiens of which se treubled Matthew
Ameld and vexed Gerard Manley Hopkins-are nicely
expunged" (137).
Any histery .of queer culture, it seems to me, must new
appreciate the influence .of Keats's peetry on key figures of the
Victerian Aesthetic Mevement, a mevement whose legacies, .of
course, include Oscar Wilde. Although Keats himself may not
rightly be considered a "queer" icon, Najarian provides us with
the tools necessary te further refine our understanding .of the
literary past and its relevance te queer presents and futures.
Vincent A. Lankewish
Pennsylvania State University-University Park
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Review of Sylvie Arlaud, Les references allglaises de la modemiti
viellnoise. Saint-Denis: Suger, 2000.
The Origins of Austrian Aestheticism
Sylvie Arlaud's aim is to define the essence of the
Aesthetic Movement in Vienna by assessing the influence of
Anglo-Saxon literature and criticism on poets and writers of the
Griensteidl. The group was named after the Griendsteidl cafe where
the new generation of artists and writers led by Stefan George and
Hennann Bahr regularly met in the 1890s. Newspapers and
magazines like Moderne Dichtung, Die Zeit, Wiener Rundschau, and
the Freie Biihne conveyed their views while they attempted to
create an independent Austrian culture distinct from German
cultural hegemony. Breaking away from both Zola and Berlin
naturalism, they looked for new models in French symbolism,
English aestheticism, D' Annunzio, Ibsen, and Strindberg. Artists
also organized around Klimt in 1897 in the Ver Sacrum, a
movement similar to the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, which
looked upon Whistler, Beardsley, and Munch as their masters.
Architects Olbrich, Otto Wagner, and Adolf Loos turned to
functionalism after the model of the English Applied Arts of the
time, looking to Morris, Ruskin, Sullivan, and Lichtenberg as
models.
Pater's
importance for
Viennese writers is especially
emphasized in Part I, Chapters 1
and 2. Hofmannsthal introduced
Swinbume and Pater to the
Austrian public. His essays are
strongly reminiscent of Imaginary
Portraits and present aesthetes who
embody the dangers of isolation
and egotism in art.
With
HofmannsthaI, England, more than
France, became a major influence
for Austrian culture. He and his
27
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followers advocated new synaesthesia after the model of the PreRaphaelite Brotherhood. Taking inspiration from paintings by
Millais, Rossetti, Burne-Jones, and Bocklin, they wrote their own
"prose pictures"-for example Hofrnannsthal wrote Der Tod des
Tizian. Pater embodied for them the modem creative mind, the
poeta doctus who fed on the past to recreate something new and
who was saved from narcissistic contemplation by the act of
criticism. For Hofrnannsthal, Kassner, and Borchardt the essay as
a genre defined by Pater and Ruskin became the model of modem
writing-a genre which was not self-referential but which openly
referred to the literature and the art of the past. In his essay Waiter
Pater (1894), Hofrnannsthal acknowledged his debt to The
Renaissance and Imaginary Portraits: he admired how Pater
conjured up artists and their genius by focusing on particular
details and emphasized the role played by the imagination in his
reconstruction of the past. He also mildly criticized the latent
unhealthy morbidity he saw in Pater's works and in the Aesthe\ic
Movement.
Sylvie Arlaud then (Part I, Chapter 3) refers to the Ver
Sacrum and Bliitter fur die Kunst, literary magazines defending
artistic modernity. Contributors such as Hofrnannsthal and
George translated and adapted works by Rossetti, Swinburne,
Pater, and Ruskin, who were not very well known at the time, and
by Oscar Wilde whose scandal had aroused fears of immorality in
the Decadent Movement. For Bahr and Hofrnannsthal, Wilde
embodied art for art's sake with all its flaws, and they wished to
transcend this by reconciling art and ethics, although
Hofrnannsthal's feelings remained quite ambivalent in Miirchen,
Der Kaiser und die Hexe, and Sebastian Melmoth. Sylvie Arlaud
shows how translation becomes an act of creation in
Hofrnannsthal's free adaptations of poems by Coleridge, Keats,
Byron, and Bums. She shows how George's and Hofmannsthal's
translations and interpretations of English authors mirror their
own development. While George focuses on the doctrine of art for
art's sake in Ruskin's works, Hofrnannsthal refers to Pater when
he reflects on the relation between ethics and aesthetics and on
aesthetic criticism. Lord Chandos (analyzed in Part IT, Chapter 1) is
largely inspired by Paterian ideas and rhetorics-in particular the
28
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individual's inunersion in the whirlpool of sensations and the
epistolary form, directly taken from the Imaginanj Portraits.
Another parallel is made between Rudolf Kassner's Stil (1900) and
"Style" -Pater serving as a major reference for writers defending
referentiality as a main characteristic of art and literature.
Chapter 2, Part 2, assesses the development of the novel
after 1900, which, in contrast with biography, was not a very
successful genre. Looking up to Browning and his multiple points
of views, Hofmannsthal started writing Andreas und die Vereinigte
in 1906, but he never completed it. Like Kassner and BeerHofmann, he wrote in fragments to express a segmented self.
Writers increasingly used the theme of the doppelgiinger, a motif in
the tradition of Hoffmann, Navalis, and Dostoevsky which took
new force from Freud's psychoanalysis and Ernst Mach's analysis
of sensations, Analyse der Empfindungen (1882), largely inspired
from Locke's, Berkeley's, and Hume's empiricism.
The third part deals with
the
Viennese
Burgtheater.
Playwrights
looked
up
to
Shakespearean
drama
while
experimenting in new genres,
looking on the one hand for a play
which could be read like a book,
and giving on the other hand new
emphasis to the stage and to visual
effects. Hofmannsthal first explored a theatre of the inner self in
his lyrical dramas which are often inspired by the Greek tragedies
rediscovered by Pater in Greek Studies. Then he moved to a new
form of social and interactive play with Das gerettete Venedig
(1904), resorting to techniques used by Wilde in Salome, and
developing the existential crisis: thus tragedy became the form of
modern questioning. Under the influence of stage director Gordon
Craig, Hofmannsthal combined various art forms in his plays,
using dance to express the segmented self and experimenting with
pantomime along with Bahr, Schnitzler, and Beer-Hofmann. After
1907 playwrights returned to the tradition of the Biedermeier with
the new vogue of comedies. The crisis of language mirrored and
29
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went beyond the crisis of the self. Again, inspiration came from
Britain, from playwrights like Wilde, Shaw, and Granville Barker.
Martine Lambert-Charbonnier
Universite de Sorbonne-Paris IV
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the aesthetic movement of the 1870s and 1880s and the
subsequent 'decadence' of the 1890s."
Greenslet, Ferris. Waiter Pater. Contemporary Men of Letters
Series. First published in New York by McClure, Phillips
& Co., 1903; reprinted in London by Heinemann, 1904.
Online reprint: NewLibraryPress.net, 2003; available in
cloth. Listed in Bowker's Global Books in Print, online. This
163-page book, the first book published on the life and
works of Pater, is still a reasonably good introduction to
Pater, and since it is now online, it may actually .introduce
some readers to Pater as it did in 1903. Its frontispiece is
Simeon Solomon's portrait of Pater, 1872. Its biographical
facts, drawn primarily from obituary essays, are few, but
basic. Its presentations of Pater's ideas, sentiments, and
style, are perceptive and appreciative; and there are
enough long quotations from Pater's works to make a
susceptible reader want to read more. Also, it ends with a
bibliography of Pater's works, the most nearly complete
bibliography published up to 1903, containing the various
reviews and their original periodical publications as well
as the essays and books covered by Shadwell in his
bibliography in Miscellaneous Studies.
Marucci, Franco. Storia della letteratura inglese, Volume Ill: 18321870 [in Italian], in Two Parts: 1. Prose and Poetry; 2. Fiction.
Florence, Italy: Le Lettere, 2003. 2000 pages. Marucci has
stated: "This History aims to be no routine work. It always
provides personal and sometimes highly original
interpretations of the major texts against the background
of critical reception, extends the Victorian canon
considerably, giving space to authors previously neglected
or left out of manuals, and is enriched with detailed and
up-to-date bibliographical sections. Pater is not covered in
Volume Ill, though references to him abound." Volume III
will be reviewed in The Pater Newsletter by Elisa Bizzotto.
Murray, Chris, ed. Key Writers on Art: From Antiquity to the
Nineteenth CenturY. Routledge Key Guides. London and
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Recent Publications
Compiled and Edited by Billie A. Inman
Essays, Reviews, and Dissertations Annotated by
Bonnie J. Robinson and International Correspondents

Books
Benson, A. C. Waiter Pater. English Men of Letters. London:
Macmillan, 1906. Translated into Japanese and Edited by
Isao Itoh, with an excellent reproduction of the Elliot and
Fry photograph of Pater as the Frontispiece, Explanatory
Notes, Bibliographical Notes on A. C. Benson and his
Waiter Pater, "Postscript," and Index (Benson's, enlarged
by Itoh). Tokyo: Chlisekisha, 2003. 325 pages. Isao Itoh
has stated: "This is the first appearance of a Japanese
translation of a critical biography of Pater in Japan." He
has also stated that Chusekisha, Tokyo, is "one of the
leading publishing companies."
The Broadview Anthology of Victorian Poetry and Poetic Theory.
Concise Edition. Eds. Thomas J. Collins and Vivienne J.
Rundle. Broadview Anthologies of English Literature.
Ontario/New York: Broadview Press, Ltd., 2000. Poems
by 14 women and 16 men (most of the standard ones, but
not Meredith, Thompson, Dowson, Symons, or Housman;
poetic theory by Fox, Hallam, Landon, Mill, R. Browning,
Clough, Amold, Ruskin, Bagehot, Buchanan, D. G.
Rossetti, Swinbume, Pater (the "Preface" and the
"Conclusion" to The Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetry),
Hopkins, Meynell.
In a brief headnote, Pater's
contribution is described as follows: " .. . he argues for the
concept of nondiscursive, nonutilitarian art, epitomized by
his phrase, 'art for art's sake: which became a slogan for
31
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New York: Routledge Taylor and Francis Group, 2003.
This book of 261 pages trea ts forty-nine men, "writers and
tlUnkers-across disciplines-whose ideas play an
important role in our understanding of the visual arts"
("Preface" xvii), beginning with Plato. Most of the writers
are treated individually, a few in pairs. Each en try, written
by a specialist in the subject, consists of an explanation of
the writer's ideas on art and an assessm ent of his
significance to the history of art appreciation and criticism
(about 2000 words); a biographical sketch of about 150
words; and brief primary and secondary bibliographies.
Laurel Brake's entry on Pater is annotated under "Essays,"
below. Murray has also edited for the same series Key
Writers on Art: The Twentieth Century, which he refers to in
his "Preface" as the second volume of Key Writers on Art,
although the book listed here is not set up by the publisher
as Volume I.

Honore ~Vicl orin

Daumier

The Connoisseur 1860--65
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Pater, WaIter. Online reprints of all ten volumes of The New
Library Edition of The Works of Waiter Pater (London:
Macmillan and Co., 1910). IndyPublish.com, 2002-2003.
Available for order in both cloth and paper. Listed in
Bowker's Global Books in Print, online. Some IndyPublish
books are available from online booksellers, such as Bames
and Noble and Amazon.com, as well as wholesale
distributors such as Ingrarn and Baker & Taylor.
Other Online Publications, the first five listed in Bowker's
Global Books in Print, the last listed in Bowker's Spanish Books
in Print, online. Bowker's does not indicate the edition that
is being reprinted.
Greek Studies: A Series of Essays. University Press of the
Pacific, 2002. Available for order; paper.
Marius the Epicurean: His Sensations and Ideas (1914). R. A.
Kessinger Publishing Co., 2003. Available for order; paper.
Marius the Epicurean: His Sensations and Ideas. University
Press of the Pacific, 2003. Available for order; paper.
Plato and PIa ton ism: A Series of Lectures. Fredonia Books,
2002. Available for order.
Plato and Platonism: A Series of Lectures.
Scholars Press, Ltd., 2002. Cloth.

Cambridge

El Renacimiento: Estudios Sobre
Arte y Poes[a. Translation of
The Renaissance: Studies in Art
and Poetry into Spanish by
Marta Salfs. Barcelona: Alba
Editorial, S.L., 1999. Available
for order; cloth.
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Robbins, Ruth. Pater to Forster, 1873-1924. Transitions [series].
Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003.
Robbins does not concentrate upon the development of a
particular theme from Pater to Forster. She discusses
numerous novelists and poets and various movements
(including the emergence of the New Woman, especially in
the novels and stories of Olive Schreiner, Sarah Grand, and
George Egerton) that form a transition "between one
vision of the world [Victorian] and another [Modernist]"
(18), by blending elements of each VlSlOn. Her
"Introduction: Ways of Seeing" is annotated below as an
essay on Pater.
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Poem

Pfau, Thomas. "Pater." The Paris Review (New York) 163 (Fall
2002): 248-249.
This free verse poem of four stanzas is a
procession of classifying characterizations of Pater, sometimes
with a modifying phrase. For example, ". . .
elliptical ascetic
sideswept by eros, / tracing the enigmas
in a hypothetical
hand's touch." The last three lines are as
follows:
category's shy antagonist; impression's whirligig;
antithetical scholar of understanding's end. Lately,
perhaps, one name to recognize ourselves with.
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Essays
Behlman, Lee. "Burning, Burial, and the Critique of Stoicism in
Pater's Marius the Epicurean. " Nineteenth-Century Prose 31.1
(Spring 2004): 133-169. For Behlman, the progression in
Marius is an "advancement toward early Christianity," in
which " the doctrine of bodily resurrection and the
communal experience of the underground Christian
society . .. combine to form a pervasive ethic of exchange,
in which death is exchanged for life, and the suffering of
the community is exchanged for joy through shared
experience" (155) and in which the '''feminine'
attairunents" (156), such as ministrations to the bodies of
the dead, and "'female' sentimen t" (156), such as deep
concern for the suffering of human beings and animals,
recall the attairunents and sentiments of Marius's mother
and, indeed, of Marius himself. In the course of this
advancement, according to Behlman, Pater writes a "'fierce
critique' of Roman Stoicism" (146) . For example, Behlman
examines Pater's interpretation of the celebration of the
'" great goddess of Ephesus'" (137), a celebration the
Emperor Aurelius modifies by prohibiting hlunan sacrifice
yet supports by allowing animal slaughter. Pointing out
the emperor's hypocrisy, Behlman states: "Pater shows in
the emperor's public behavior a main reason for the
overwhelming positive Victorian presentations of him, and
then reveals this behavior to be self-interested and largely
false" (139) . The stoic indifference to materiality also
receives criticism in the cremation of Lucius Verus, which
seems to Behlman to be "a breakdown of imperial
symbology tha t suggests a breakdown in Stoicism's
'constructive' role in the mourning process" (140).
Epicureanism also leaves Marius confronted with death's
alienating effect: "Epicureanism fails to provide a basis for
a cohesive moral system, and this lack again becomes
evident in the context of Stoicism [the morality of which]
... is ... cohesive and stable" (148-49). Behlman holds
that Pater shows the failings of Stoicism and Epicureanism
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and validates early Christianity primarily through "a set of
death and mourning scenes" (135). In his examination of
these scenes, "The three main areas of inquiry are the
disposition of the mourner(s) toward the dead or dying
man, the disposition of the dying man, and (once he has
died) the treatment of the dead body" (146). Behlman
claims: "The different results in each case drive the
intellectual plot and argument of the novel" (146). He
does not claim that Marius at the end of the novel is
converted to Christianity in the received sense of converted,
but he does claim that, "The flowering of early Christianity
holds a firm symbolic value for Pater as a representation of
the potential for human advancement, when morality can
be reconciled with desire to the detriment of neither" (151).

Brake, Laurel. "Waiter Pater (1839-94): English Writer and Critic."
Key Writers on Art: From Antiquity to the Nineteenth
Century. Ed. Chris Murray. London and New York:
Routledge, 2003. 230-236. Brake addresses the general
reader, finding the appropriate level and tone to explain
facts about Pater's career as a writer. At the same time, she
expertly distinguishes Pater's approaches to art from those
of Ruskin and other nineteenth-century writers, sometimes
explaining how Pater's unique point of view and
performance relate to conditions in the present day. For
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example: "Pater's conception of his hybrid book [The
Renaissance] marries well with our contemporary notion of
'area' studies, in which diverse aspects of a period (or
language and culture) from different 'disciplines' comprise
the subject" (231). [Inrnan]
"The Politics of Illustration: Ruskin, Pater and the Victorian
Art Press." Interfaces (Dijon) 15 (1999): 169-188. Reprinted
as Chapter 10 in Brake's Print in Transition, 1850-1910:
Studies in Media and Book History (Basingstoke, Hampshire
and New York: Palgrave, 2001). 197-212. Although Brake
points out that William Michael Rossetti classified Ruskin
as an amateur critic of art, she maintains that Ruskin's
"knowledge of techniques and materials" [Print in
Transition 199] and his skill in describing objects made him
a professional writer on art. Since he dealt with objects, he
knew that illustrations could be used to enhance his
works, as he showed by including illustrations in the
books that he published after the first two volumes of
Modern Painters. Pater, on the other hand, classified the
aesthetic critic, in "Preface" to The Renaissance, as an
amateur (206). In his art criticism, Pater generally used a
biographical format similar to Vasari's, rather than a
topical organization like Ruskin's, and relied on ekphrasis,
"'which through skill with words, generally attempted to
convey the visual impression and the emotional responses
evoked by the painting or building, not to leave a detailed
factual account (Webb [Ruth] 1996: 128)''' (207). Pater used
only one illustration, introduced as the frontispiece of The
Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetnj, 1877, which he linked
to "'a little red chalk drawing'" of "'a face of doubtful sex'"
referred to in the text of 1873 as well as later texts. Brake
states: "It served Pater not to work within the confines of an
illustrated tex t: he was more free to pursue his interest in
the homosexual in Renaissance art and culture" (212).
[Inrnan]
"Degrees of Darkness: Ruskin, Pater and Modernism."
Ruskin and Modernism. Eds. Giovanni Cianci and Peter
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Nicholls. Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave, 2001. 4866.
Brake concentrates upon the period during which
Ruskin delivered his early lectures as Slade Professor of
Fine Art at Oxford and Pater published his early essays
and first book, or, roughly, 1868-1873. She develops a rich
professional milieu from facts regarding opportunities for
publishing art criticism at the time (partly created by
Ruskin) and for relating art to teaching, as well as from
differences in the two authors' family backgrounds and
financial circumstances. She states: " . . . for different
reasons, Pater and Ruskin both wrote from 'outside,'
Ruskin because he was largely 'independent' of
institutions, geographically restless and mobile, and
intellectually innovative and irascible, and Pater because,
although he was writing from 'inside' a culturally
dominant institution, he wrote from the endangered
position of a homosexual in such an institution ... " (56).
Brake describes a "dialogic" relationship between the two
authors and explains differences in their ideas, but notes
that both authors at times "subvert their dominant
positions" (58), perhaps because they perceived, as Ruskin
stated in "The Relation of Art to Religion," '''all our
thoughts are but degrees of darkness'" (48, 63). She holds
that both Pater and Ruskin are formalist in a sense: "Pater
presents the ends of art as formalist, artistic, not
salvationary in any Christian or national framework" (62);
" .. . while the first four lectures in the [Ruskin's] 1870
series relate to topics such as art and religion, morals, and
use, the last three are dedicated to formal matters: line,
light and colour" (62). She adds: "Certainly Ruskin was
the great English predecessor for Pater and for modernism
on the issue of form, and these lectures show Ruskin's
outstanding capacity to express in prose, as well as in his
prodigious illustrations, the significance and importance of
the grammar of visual art" (62).
[Inrnan]
Dawson, Gowan. "Intrinsic Earthliness: Science, Materialism, and
the Fleshly School of Poetry." Victorian Poetry 41.1 (Spring
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2003): 113-129.
Dawson traces the confluence of
terminology and association in scientific naturalists and
poetic aesthetes, centering on the tenns "materialism" and
"atheism." He shows how Pater's essay on Rossetti revalues materialism and by doing so recuperates both
poetry and science: ". . . by appropria ting a defensive
rhetorical strategy devised by Huxley to deny the validity
of such allegations [as fleshliness and inunorality], it
["Pater's defense of Rossetti's verse"] endorses Rossetti's
sensual particularity as the most appropriate means of
registering both the beauty of the phenomenal world and
the subtle evanescence of human emotion. . . . Pater's
defense of avant-garde poetry . . . can also be seen to
vindicate implicitly the alleged materialism of
contemporary science, which was censured by Buchanan
and otllers in precisely tlle same terms as Rossetti's fleshly
verse" (126).
Evangelista, Stefano. "Waiter Pater Unmasked: Impressionistic
Criticism and the Gender of Aesthetic Writing." In
Viewpoint, eds. David Arnigoni and Marion Thain, 6 pages.
Under The Victorians at www.literature-compass.com.
Evangelista revisits Henry James's judgment that Pater
was "the mask without tlle face" in the light of W. H.
Auden's idea, expressed in relation to Frederick Roife, that
a writer with '''a genuine style,'" no matter how
"'impersonal,'" cannot help revealing "the unique face
behind [the mask)" (1). However, he shows that a reader
who approaches Pater's works with the purpose of finding
the man is likely to be "frustrated," because "Pater's own
identity is diffused and refracted, fictionalised and
dehistoricised in his essays, made to blur with artistic
identities of his subjects and then, by double remove,
reflected back through them" (3). He concludes: "Pater's
aesthetic prose contains an encoded confession of the
process of seduction that is at its origin and that it repeats.
The mask and the face are one and the same thing: this is
the 'secret' that many of Pater's readers have looked for in
his texts" (4). [Inman]
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Franke, Damon. "The 'Curious' Pagan Spirit of Pater's The
Renaissance." Nineteenth-Century Prose 31.1 (Spring 2004):
170-190. Franke considers the unifying theme of The
Renaissance to be Pater's recovery of the "pagan past
buried below much of Christian doctrine and tradition"
(187). The posture of curiosity assists this recovery,
curiosity that resists authority even in the face of attacks
from contemporaries and from subsequent critics like T. S.
Eliot. This recovery rewards the self with "'serenity' and
potentially harmonizes form and content through a desire
for beauty and a search for historical and aesthetic
continuities between paganism and Christianity" (171).
Loesberg, Jona than. "A Fountain, a Spontaneous Combustion,
and the Mona Lisa: Duchamp's Symbolism in Dickens and
Pater." Studies in the Literary Imagination 35.2 (Fall 2002):
53-77. Proposing that Victorians sometimes anticipated
postrnodem effects, Loesburg relates Dickens's use of
.spontaneous combustion in Bleak House and Pater's Mono
Lisa passage in The Renaissance to Duchamp's 'Fountain'
because, as he claims, "they reproduce some of the
features of the challenge Duchamp presented the art world
in submitting a urinal to
an art exhibit" (72). He
concludes: " . . . my
reading indicates that
these
moments
[Dickens's and Pater's)
reflect 'Fountain' not in
their authorial intentions
but in the ways they
encompass their own
criticism, in the ways
they mime one kind of
object while having the
effects of another" (72).
Marcel Duchamp "Fountain" (19 t 7)
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Nozue, Noriyuki. "Pater's 'Home-sickness' in 'The Child in the
House"'[in Japanese]. Pater Ronshu 2 (November 2003): 4556. Nozue cites, from J. A. Froude's The Nemesis of Faith
and S. Butler's Way of All Flesh, passages where the idea of
"'home-sickness'" is presented; in the former it is linked to
the notion of home as "'the one perfectly pure earthly
instinct which we have,'" while in the latter the sickness
ftmctions as criticism of a mid-Victorian "'religious'"
home. Nozue finds similarities between Froude and Pater,
and tries to discern Pater's "'home-sickness,'" especially its
social and cultural factors, in "The Child in the House."
Nozue focuses on what is one of the few realistic
depictions of localities in this allegorical piece: "'After
many wanderings I have come to fancy that some parts of
Surrey and Kent are, for Englishmen, the true landscape,
true home-counties ... ; so I think that [Florian's house] ...
is for Englishmen at least typically home-like'" (MS, 17980). According to Nozue, the narrator talks with "reserved
feverishness," so feverishly that it seems as if he has finally
discovered the English geographical identity in the region.
Nozue says that the passage links Pater to a great number
of rural writers in the late nineteenth century, such as R.
Jefferies, Morris, E. Thomas, Kipling, and Hardy, who .
severely criticized the industrialization and urbanization
of the day at their extreme, and found out the "'true'"
English life, its tradition and values, in the southern parts
of England (see Martin Wiener, English Culture and the
Decline of Industrial Spirit 1850-1980, where Pater does not
appear). Then Nozue refers to a passage from The Sign of
Four, where "Surrey or Kent" is represented as currently
peaceful, and yet probably falling all the more easily into a
critical situation; immigrants like Tonga, an Andamese,
might rise in revolt and bring about an Indian Mutiny in
the "true" English landscape. Is the passage from "The
Child" symptomatic of the same sort of anxiety for the
safety of England? Nozue pays attention to how Pater
deals with Florian's father, a dead soldier in India, who
first appears in the dlild's mind as a '"grand''' figure
protective of him, but afterwards as a "'ghost''' he "'could
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have hated.'" There is no reference to a serious "homesickness" the father must have felt before death. In
addition, when his death is announced at home, the focus
of attention is displaced to his aunt's crying. According to
Nozue, this indifference to, or hatred of, the father-soldier
image, suggests an anxiety on Pater's part toward what the
British Empire has been brought to. This is, in other
words, an earlier, if slight, attempt by Pater to re-define
"Englishness," an attempt which is more fully to be made
in "Emerald Uthwart."
Pater's home and "'homesickness'" prove to be linked to "the greater world
without," Nozue concludes. [Nozuel
Robbins, Ruth. "Introduction: Ways of Seeing." Pater to Forster,
1873-1924.
Basingstoke/London: Palgrave Macmillan,
2003. 1-29. In this introduction to a study of Modernism,
Robbins places Pater at its center in that he posited a new
way of seeing the world and approaching experience.
Pater's relativism, impressionism, and even solipsism find
echoes in Hardy, Conrad, Woolf, and Forster: "In seeking
a new kind of vision, in valuing an alternative to art's
social mission ... Pater was both profoundly Victorian and
profoundly anti-Victorian, and the underlying suggestion
of this book is that the ambivalence this suggests had a
very long post-Victorian afterlife" (27).
Shuter, William. "Pater, Wilde, Douglas and the Impact of
'Greats.'" English Literature in Transition: 1880-1820 46.3
(2003): 250-278. Shuter explores the "mental impress" of
the Oxford course of study, "that remarkably ambitious
school of Literae Humaniores or 'Greats'" (250), on Pater,
Wilde, and Douglas. While Douglas's "narcissism"
resisted such impress, both Pater and Wilde evinced
analogies in "their mental histories" with" developmental
models they had initially encountered in the Greats
school" (272). Concerning Pater in this regard, he states:
"In the Hegelian notion of development Pater recognized a
model that permitted him to invest the history of his
mental life with a continuity and necessity analogous to
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the continuity and n ecessity that characterized the history
of Western thought" (272). Shuter parallels Pater's
academic with his literary career, showing h ow such
works as "The Beginnings of Greek Sculpture," Plato and
Platonism, and Marius s tem from lecture material, lectures
preparing students for the Greats, on Pausanius and Plato,
for instance, as well as with the Greats' interest in
comparing the ancient past with the present.
Tanaka, Yusuke. "Waiter Pater's
Political Theology; 'Marius the
as
Historical
Epicurean '
Description" [in Japanese] . Pater
Ronshu (November 2003): 21-33.
Tanaka highlights from "The Minor
Peace of the Church" in Marius the
Epicurean the following sentences:
'''For what Christianity did many
centuries afterwards in the way of
informing an art, a poetry, of
graver and high er beauty ... was in
truth conformable to the original
tendency of its genius.
The
genuine capacity of the catholic
church in this direction . . . was also really at work, in that
earlier 'Peace: tmder the Antonines- the minor 'Peace of
the church'" (ll: 117-18). Here Pater sh ows his own view
of the history of Christianity, not in its political or social
development, but as expressed in works of art. Pater's
phrase, '" the exclusiveness, the Puritanism, the ascetic
gloom,'" which h e relates to "'The greater "Peace" of
Constantine'" (ll: 118), reminds us of Arnold's idea of
H ebraism in Culture and Anarchy; but, says Tanaka, tmlike
Arnold, who tends to be ahistorical in his dualism, Pater
focuses on a specific phase in his tory when Christianity,
having absorbed various kinds of religion and thought,
links itself to Hebraism. According to Tanaka, Pater's chief
motive in the novel is to pose a form of freedom that was
embodied in "'the minor peace of the church,'" against the
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Christianity that has absorbed the spirit of Hebraism. By
finding the "'genuine capacity'" of the catholic church only
in the arts, however, Pater seems to have missed political
and social aspects where they have played crucial roles. Is
the lack of politics deliberate on Pater's part? What is
worthy of note is "Second Thoughts," where Marius
becomes aware of the significance of "'a system . .. rich in
the world's experience.'" Tanaka states that Marius can be
said to have doubts about the Empire as a political
institution; Marius, seeing the emperor indifferent to the
temporal, seeks for what Tanaka calls "temporal
universality" (a concept borrowed from Kantorowicz), and
is led to Christianity, the "catholic" church. The Empire
and the Church have the same political role of enabling
Marius to participate in the universal, Tanaka says. Pater
calls the system "order," a condition which Marius has
been trying to find since childhood. According to Tanaka,
Pater tackles this problem, "Can a universal order be
realized, different from the political order present, without
resort to any ordinary political procedure?" This, he
thinks, is a problem that reveals Pater's acute political
consciousness. [Nozue]
Toshinai, Yasutaka. "The Rejected in 'A Prince of Court Painters'"
[in Japanese]. Pater Ronshu 2 (November 2003): 35-43.
According to Toshinai, "A Prince of Court Painters" is a
portrait of a painter who has always been rejecting things
and persons, such as his own works and situations, JeanBaptiste and his sister Marie-Marguerite, and even himself.
But it is also a portrait of the rejected people, who turn out
to have mentally grown. Marie-Marguerite the diarist,
recording merely what her father says of Watteau's works
at the beginning, comes to appreciate the painter's works,
but she does so only after finding her love rejected by him.
Watteau's dismissal of Jean-Baptiste, the only drama in the
diary, enables the disciple to realize himself and his own
talent, "'constant industry,'" the sight of which wearies the
master. Marie-Marguerite becomes a perfect critic of
Watteau by burying herself in her brother's work, a
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process of finding herself distinct in temperament from the
painter. Toshinai says that this mental growth of the
rejected may suggest Pater's own career in Oxford; rejected
or excommtmicated from the Oxford academy for
hedonism in The Renaissance, Pater was forced to express
his thoughts in a more reserved and careful manner.
[Nozuel
Uemura, Morito. "Waiter Pater's Aestheticism Seen through His
Academic Reports of The
'Dante Gabriel Rossetti.'"
Universihj Center for Intercultural Education, The University
of Shiga Prefecture (Hikone, Japan). No. 7 (December 2002):
2-15.
Uemura considers Pater's aesthetic practice and
production in his essay on Rossetti. This essay delineates
such aesthetic values as elitism, rebellion, sincerity,
transparency of self-expression, and the fusion of the
"'material and the spiritual'" (7). Uemura also discusses
parallels between aspects of Pater's "The Child in the
House," as well as aspects of his conception of the House
Beautiful, with aspects of his interpretation of Rossetti's
House of Life in "Dante Gabriel Rossetti. "
Uemura
concludes thus: "Pater's 'Dante Gabriel Rossetti' ... has
many verbal references to his "Aesthetic Poetry" and his
other works as well as works of literature by other writers .
. . . The intertextuality of 'Dante Gabriel Rossetti' to Pater's
own writings and works by other writers is one of the
important features of his aestheticism" (14).
Weikert, Heidrun-Edda. "Paters Beitrag zu unserer europaischen
Leitkultur: Heidnische und christliche Kunst in The
Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetry."
Archiv fiir
Kulturgeschichte 84.2 (2002): 379-412. Weikert deals with
the antithesis between classical and gothic in Pater's art
criticsm, which she defines as the main theme of The
Renaissance. As Weikert wants to show, Pater on the one
hand puts the final touch to the Gothic revival and on the
other hand is continually searching for the highest works
of classical pagan art, analyzed against the background of
medieval Christian art. Weikert traces Pater's continual
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involvement with the opposition between Christian
medieval and pagan classical art, claiming that once this
main theme is identified, Pater's essays can be understood
better, especially in their tendency to detect both traditions
as separate strands in the art of the Renaissance. She starts
with the essay on Leonardo, then follows up this subject
first with regard to Pater's short evaluation in
"Winckelmarm" of Raphael's Disputation of the Sacrament
and Parnassus in the Stanza della Segnatura and then with
regard to the figure of Michelangelo as Pater presents him
in "Pico della Mirandola" and in "Luca della Robbia." She
finishes her essay with a discussion of the essay on
"Winckelmann," in which Pater finally comes to take sides
with antique art, but also reaches a vision of the continuity
between both principles, which is a new insight in his time.
Thereby she presents Pater as leaving behind the tradition
of the Gothic revival as it was started by Ruskin and
preparing the way for the notions of late Victorianism, tha t
is, for a positive evaluation of the Renaissance. [Stamm]

Michclangelo Buonarroti
Studies for the Libyan Sibyl and a small Sketch for a Seated Figure 1508· 12
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Reviews
Following are eight reviews of The Rescue of Romanticism:
Waiter Pater and John Ruskin, by Kenneth Daley.
Athens: Ohio University Press, 2001.
Austin, Linda M. Victorian Periodicals Review 36.2 (Summer 2003):
182-184. According to Austin, Daley's purpose in writing
this book was to prove that Pater's idea of Romanticism
was not as pernicious as one would think if judging it from
"the descriptions of communal ecstasies and introversion
in some of the 'imaginary portraits' first published in
Macmillan's in 1886 [sic] and the notorious Conclusion to
The Rwaissance ... " (182). In other words, to her Pater is
not the rescuer but the rescued. She states: "Rescuing
Romanticism generally uses Ruskin as a point of
comparison to advance an alternate version of Pater's
notorious decadence and preciosity; but the writer who
emerges from this relationship appears just as insulated
from history and linked with idealized states as the Pater
of sinister and insidious romanticisrns" (184). [Inrnan]
Brake
Brake, Laurel. Albion 35.1 (Spring 2003): 147-149.
approves what she considers to be the book's aim, "to
provide a sustained account of the dialogic relations
between Ruskin and Pater at a particular (Oxford)
moment" (147), although she thinks such "narrowness of
focus proves [here] a constraint, not a virtue" (147). Brake
finds effective its claim that Ruskin's "negative early
valuation of the classic" influenced Pater's "identification
of the darkness of Greek myth" (148), as well as its
"location of the pathetic fallacy as an index of the
differences between Ruskin and Pater on the subject of
Romanticism" (148). But, due to the book's overly narrow
focus, its privileging textual analysis over the historical
moment, its inattention to "the linguistic turn in textual
criticism, culhtral studies, material culture, book history,
or the rethinking of the whole of Pater's work in light of
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gay s tudies" (147-48), she believes that "most sense of
material culture and embodied dialogue in a common,
Oxford, nineteenth-century culture is lll1fortunately lost"
(148).
Hanson, David C. Journal of Pre-Raphaelite Studies ns 11 (Fall 2002):
123-125. Hanson recommends this analysis of Ruskin's
influence on Pater not only because it serves as a "guide to
the relation between the two most important nineteenthcentury English writers on aesthetics" but also because it
stands "as in itself a continuing effort in the rescue of
romanticism" (125). Hanson finds effective Daley's
pointing to Pa ter's "transformation" of Ruskin's
"ambivalent views on romanticism" (123): "Pater's
revaluation of Ruskin's pathetic fallacy is a central theme
of Daley's book, a ftmdamental difference repeatedly
invoked to clarify the critics' respective responses to the
Renaissance and to Leonardo, Michelangelo, and D. G.
Rossetti" (124).

Leonardo da Vinci

Head of the Virgin, 1508- \ 5 12
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Inrnan, Billie Andrew. (Review Essay) Nineteenth-Century Prose
31.1 (Spring 2004): 231-238. Inrnan thinks that "the sum of
the parts of this book [textual comparisons on specific
authors and concepts] is greater than the whole as
represented by its thesis ["Ruskin's attitude toward the
modem romantic revival inspires Pater's defense of that
revival, culminating in his rescue of romanticism" (16)]"
(238). She discounts Daley's claim, the central claim in the
concluding chapter, that Pater wrote "Romanticism" (1876)
as a response to Ruskin's "Franchise" (1874). She notes
that in "Romanticism" Pater relates "thirty-seven creative
writers and five literary critics" (233) to his conceptions of
the classic and the romantic and that he can be interpreted
to disagree with the Ruskin of "Franchise" when referring
to only one of these writers, Scott. (She challenges Daley's
interpretation of Pater's reference to Goldsmith.) She also
notes that Daley "does not compare Pater's definitions of
classic and romantic in 'Romanticism' with Ruskin's in
'Franchise'" (232), and concludes that "Daley's object in
discussing 'Franchise' and 'Romanticism' . . . has been to
compare, not conceptions of literary or artistic
romanticism, but the sociopolitical implications of
Ruskin's and Pater's attitudes toward liberty" (235).
[Inrnan]
Losey, Jay. "Pater's Aesthetic Triumph." The Pater Newsletter 46
(Spring 2003): 11-14. Losey wishes the text had placed
Pater within post-structuralist criticism more and
expanded its "application of romanticism (to include
writers such as Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats and their
presence in Pater's writing)" (14). Losey nevertheless
approves as 'brilliant" the text's situating of the "debate
between Ruskin and Pater on romanticism as an extension
of their radically differing views of the Middle Ages
(Scott's idealism) and the Renaissance (Wordsworth's
humanism)" (12); and he thinks Daley "proves" that Pater
"particularly in the essays on Word sworth and
Romanticism, responds to Ruskin's prior attacks by
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turning what Ruskin considers vices into virtues" (11).
O'Corman, Francis. "Religion as an Afterthought." Times Literary
Supplement No. 5221 (April 25, 2003): 11.
O'Corman
makes light of the idea that Ruskin wrote so fully and
forcefully on Romanticism that he endangered it. He
states: "He [Daley 1 moves across different parts of the
Complete Works in an effort to suggest that the Romantic
is as important to Ruskin's moral understanding of
historical and contemporary culture as say, the
Renaissance or the Cothic. But this, of course, cannot be
done, and the result is a curious overemphasis, a reading
tha t seems to be missing what is central in preference for a
category that Daley has to admit is 'nebulous.'" However,
disregarding the idea that Romanticism needed to be
rescued, O'Corman refers to "valuable things" in Daley's
book, especially "an account of how Pater's prose
resourcefully parried Ruskin's authority to construct an
alternative view of aesthetics." After praising instances
described by Daley in which Pater "transforms" ideas of
Ruskin's regarding Michelangelo and Wordsworth,
O'Corman gives an example of his own (apparently) by
pointing out that at the end of "Leonardo da Vinci" Pater
presents as an afterthought "'the question of the exact
form of his religion,'" provocatively countering "Ruskin's
concern with the spiritual and moral identity of the artist."

Leonardo da Vinci
Studies for the Heads of T wo Soldiers in the "Battle of An2hiari" (detail).
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Small,lan. English Literature in Transition, 1880-1920 46.4 (2003):
431-434.
Small delineates Daley's purpose, to bring
attention to "the importance of Ruskin to Pater's
intellectual development" (432), and " to refine our
tmderstanding of the meaning of romanticism" (432). In
achieving these ends, Daley "reveals on the one hand the
figure of Ruskin possessed of a deep sense of social
responsibility but who is yet at heart profoundly
conservative, and on the other the figure of Pater whose
apparently non-social concern with self had in fact deep
etllical and social implications. Daley ... arrives at this
familiar destination by an intriguingly novel route, and
this in turn is a testimony to the cogency and precision of
his argument" (433). Nevertheless, Small misses in this
argument an attention to "Ruskin's changing (and
declining) social and intellechtal prestige" (433), and finds
problematic the "sense .. . that Pater ... emerges from his
dialogue with Ruskin [as] a curiously depoliticised figure"
(434).
Stein, Richard 1. ANQ 16.2 (Spring 2003): 60-63. Stein finds this
text to be "primarily a study in intertexhtality," one that
"demonstrates the extent to which many of Pater's major
works respond to Ruskin's arguments-in general
aesthetic positions, specific critical vocabularies, the
positioning of 'modem' criticism within a series of
Victorian debates on what we might call the politics of
culhual studies, and the nuances of Pater's allusive,
elusive prose" (61). Stein notes that Daley focuses on
"romanticism, or, more precisely, a romantic revival that
continues well over a century later," and claims that Daley
prompts one to ask: "Where does the real romanticism
reside?
What terms and tools are proper for
understanding it?" (61). He responds: "Then as now,
these questions were both abstract and political, and this
book gains much of its urgency from a recognition that
'competing theories of Ruskin and Pater prefigure many of
the contradictions that characterize Anglo-American
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reception of romanticism

ID

the twentieth century' (4)"

(61).

John Ruskill
Christ Church from St. Aldale's, 1842
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DeVine, Christine. Review of Knowing the Past: Victorian Literature
and Culture, ed. Suzy Anger (Ithaca, NY: Comell UP, 2001).
Journal of Pre-Raphaelite Studies ns 12 (Spring 2003): 113-117.
DeVine delineates the collection 's intent to '''lay bare the
reality behind the myths that they [the Victorians] invented
or believed about themselves'" (113). While she questions
Anger's own "progressivist" bent (114), DeVine applauds
the collection's ability to "complicate" and "multiply" the
questions regarding our ability to "know" the past.
Among the essays, DeVine notes especially Carolyn
Williams's "Walter Pater's Impressionism and the Form of
Historical Revival," an essay tha t uses Pater's aestheticism
to suggest that only once they are in the past can we
"know" objects a t all: '''aesthetics and history ... are, quite
simply the realms w here objects m ay be "rightly
known."'" (116). DeVine commends this collection's
endeavor since its very project reflects interests and
debates the Victorians themselves located.

Georges-Pierre SeuTat
The Gardener, 1882-83
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Flint, Kate. Review of Knowing the Past: Victorian Literature and
Culture, ed. Suzy Anger (Ithaca, NY: Comell UP, 2001).
Nineteenth-Centunj Literature 57.4 (March 2003): 549-552.
Flint finds useful this collection's ability to help us
"interrogate our own stances, our own methodological
assumptions, about attempting to encounter and
understand artifacts from the past" (551-52). Flint notes
this necessary alertness in the included essays, most
especially in Carolyn Williarns's, an essay that "offers a
nuanced refutation of the idea of Waiter Pater as a diehard subjectivist" (549).
Gagnier, Regenia. "Camp as Sympathy." Review of Aestheticism
and Sexual Parody, by Dennis Denisoff (New York:
Cambridge UP, 2001). ELT 46.1 (2003): 81-84. Gagnier
finds "persuasive" Denisoff's "original contribution to our
understanding of aesthetics" in this text that suggests that
"Aestheticism's earliest critiques developed a widening
sympathy for sexual difference that came to fruition with
camp" (84).
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Leighton, Angela. "A Guilty Footnote." Review of Vernon Lee: A
Literan; Biography, by Vineta Colby (Charlottesville and
London: University of Virginia Press, 2003), and Vernon
Lee: Aesthetics, Histon;, and the Victorian Female Intellectual
by Christa Zom (Athens: Ohio UP, 2003). TLS No. 5241
(September 12, 2003): 3-4. Leighton finds Christa Zom's
book a useful companion to Vineta Colby's timely
biography on Vemon Lee: "With a 'new aesthetics' in the
air, 'beauty' a word again to be conjured with, and the role
of the intellectual being reassessed, Vemon Lee would
seem to have found her moment" (3). Colby's book
examines Vemon Lee's writing and life objectively,
providing insight "into some of the anomalies which
underlie late Victorian cultural attitudes, before twentiethcentury history makes them either horrifying or
irrelevant" (3). Zorn's book, which seems less attuned to
Vemon Lee herself than to contemporary theory, "is an
account of Lee's writing from a largely feminist
perspective" (4).
McCaw, Neil. Review of Knowing the Past: Victorian Literature and
Culture, ed. Suzy Anger (Ithaca, NY: Comell UP, 2001).
CLIO 32.2 (Winter, 2003): 227-232. McCaw applauds this
collection's ability to help us " to deconstruct the
perception of the naive, staid Victorians that still
permeates much modem thinking" (231), as it addresses
the question of whether we can ever know the past.
McCaw criticizes the introductory essay and some of the
other essays because "the discrimination between
epistemology and ontology is not made explicit enough"
(228). However, he approves the collection's connecting
itself with debates and approaches to the question that the
Victorians themselves started. Of the essays, Carolyn
Williams's "Waiter Pater's Impressionism and the Form of
Historical Revival" shows how "key Victorian thinkers are
. . . deeply concerned with 'modem' implications of
complex historical philosophies" (229-30).
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0stermark-Johansen, Lene. Review of The Modernist Cult of
Ugliness: Aesthetic and Gender Politics, by Lesley Higgins
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002). ELT 46.4 (2003):
428-431. 0stermark-Johansen approves Higgins's "explicit
and consistent feminist reading of modernism" (429), a
reading that explores the" cult of ugliness" as pugnacious,
controlling, and misogynist. She thinks "one of the most
interesting sections of the book [is1the discussion of Eliot's
complex indebtedness to Pater" (430). Admiring the text's
scholarship, critical analyses, and attention to its texts,
0stermark-Johansen nevertheless wishes its final chapter,
on various American writers, were set off and developed
in a sequel, and that the text contained illustrations to
show "the dismembering violence of some of the
Vorticists' or Picasso's women" to set off Whistler's "white
girls and symphonies/variations"(431).

Femand Uger
Woman with a Cat, 1921
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Review with Notable References to Pater
Bergman, David. "The Ineffable Being of Light." Review of
Source (Poems), by Mark Doty ( New York: Harper
Collins, 2001). The Gay and Lesbian Review 9.3 (June 2002):
37. Bergman describes Doty as an aesthete who lives
according to Pater's dictum " to get 'as many pulsations as
possible into the given time' . .. while alive." He states: "If
there is a transcendent force in Doty's world, it is the
transcendence of art. The skeptical postrnodern is
supposed to reject the 'mystification' that distinguishes
commercial representation from art, and separates
doggerel from poetry. But Doty again and again returns to
that. .. turn-of-the-century belief that art and literature
are different from other objects and can bring
salvation, or at least a bairn to the spirit. As Pater wrote,
'To bum always with this hard gem-like flame, to maintain
this ecstasy, is success and [sic] life,' and that the wisest
spend their life 'in art and song.'"
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Dissertations
Gillard-Estrada, Anne-Florence. "'TIle Greek Paradox': Waiter
Pater, Hellenism and Greece." Doctorat, mention tres
honorable (Doctoral dissertation with Very High Honors).
Paris VII-Denis-Diderot, France. November 2002.
This
dissertation assesses the importance of Hellenism in
Pater's works and also in Victorian literature and art from
the 1850s. The first part is devoted to the aesthetic impact
of the Heraclitean flux in Pater's works, the second part to
a reading based on how Pater re-read Plato, while the third
and fourth parts are structured around the opposition
between Apollonian and Dionysian forces and values. The
phrase "'the Greek Paradox'" (PP) highlights Pater's
Hellenism, his subversive vision of Greek culture- in
particular his erotic praise of the male body- his
historicism which makes the most of the latest findings in
archaeology, philology and anthropology, his fascination
with darkness and violence, as opposed to Matthew
Amold's Greek serenity. His paradoxical interpretation of
Plato, in contrast with Jowett's analysis, reflects his own
contradictions, his yearning for the invisible and his
fascination with the world of the senses, in particular with
"Platonic" love. Tensions between Apollonian and
Dionysian forces reflect
both his attraction to
Lacedaemonian
asceticism and his vision
of
romanticism
as
expressed in myths and
in
the
figures
of
poisonous Venuses and
femmes fatales which
artists of the time also
loved to paint. An adept
of "art for art's sake,"
Pater contrives to merge
all contradictions in a
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perfect form infused with poetry. [Lambert-Charbonnierl
Hinojosa, Lynne J. Walhout. "The Renaissance and English
ModeTIlism: Varieties of Cultural History, 1880-1920."
Ph.D. University of Notre Dame, 2003. Dissertation
Abstracts International 64.2 A (2003): 509. Hinojosa
considers how the concept of the Italian Renaissance, a
concept expressed in works by Ruskin, Burckhardt,
Symonds, Anlold, and Pater, originated "three interrelated
concepts-modernity, nations, and culture." These
concepts then shaped subsequent writing of cultural
history.
Kinsella, Paul Francis. '''We Must RetuTIl to the Voice': Oral
Values and Traditions in the Works of Oscar Wilde."
Ph.D. University of British Columbia (Canada), 2002. DAI
63.10 A (2002): 3562. Kinsella considers Wilde's "orality
and literacy," including a chapter examining "the
development of Wilde's dual oral! chirographic sensibility
at Oxford, symbolized in the person and the work of
Waiter Pater."
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